SP-1010K
Pressroom Specialty Kit

Description
The SP-1010K Pressroom Specialty Kit is a selection of popular pressroom products including SP-579 Plate Clean and Stor, SP505 AGE Ashphaltum Gum Plate Etch and Finisher, SP-515 Plate Cleaner / Scratch Remover, SP-531 Command Clean AllPurpose Spray Cleaner, SP-538 Anti-Skin (Non-Aerosol), and SP-502 14º Be Gum Arabic. These products fill a variety of needs
for the clean and efficient pressroom.

Product Need and Usage
The SP-1010K Pressroom Specialty Kit is an excellent package for use in the small to medium printing operation. It may serve as
a convenient package of products or as a demonstration package for the printer to try and determine which products meet his
specific requirements.

Directions
SP-579 Plate Clean and Stor
Apply a generous amount of SP-579 Plate Clean and Stor to a shop cloth. Wipe plate in back and forth motion to remove ink and other contaminants. Buff the
plate dry with a clean cloth.
SP-505 AGE Ashphaltum Gum Plate Etch and Finisher
Shake well before using. SP-505 AGE is not water-soluble and should never be added to fountain solution.
Hand Application: After the plate has been developed and fully rinsed, sponge off excess water and transfer to gumming table. Buff plate well with a generous
amount of SP-505 AGE. When the image becomes greasy, sponge off excess material. Buff plate dry with a lint-free wipe. The plate is now ready for
immediate pressrun or storage.
Processor Application: Ensure system is clear of previously used plate finisher. Follow the processor manufacturer's instructions.
SP-515 Plate Cleaner / Scratch Remover
Sheetfed Press: Use when press is stopped. Saturate a water-dampened cloth or sponge with SP-515 Plate Cleaner / Scratch Remover. Apply to surfaces to
be cleaned; then wipe off with a clean, dampened cloth.
Web Press: Follow the same procedure as with sheetfed. For emergency clean-up, SP-515 may be applied directly to the plate with a spray bottle while the
press is running
SP-531 Command Clean All-Purpose Spray Cleaner
SP-531 Command Clean is an alkaline detergent cleaner. Test on all surfaces before use. Holding spray head about 6-8 inches from surface, spray on and
wipe off with clean dampened cloth or sponge. For heavy build-ups use a scrub brush. Not for use on glass.
SP-538 Anti-Skin (Non-Aerosol)
Spray SP-538 Anti-Skin onto surface of ink to provide a continuous thin film. For best results, keep ink cans closed. For rollers, it may be necessary to reapply
if rollers are left over 24 hours.
SP-502 14º Be Gum Arabic
As a litho plate preservative, use as-is or mix up to 50/50 with water. Apply liberally to plate and buff dry with clean cloth or sponge.
As a fountain solution additive, add 0.5-2 oz./gallon
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